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Congratulations!

Thank you for downloading my free guide to
help you navigate planning your wedding day
makeup! With so many options out there I
understand it can be confusing. Like most
brides, I know you ultimately desire to look
and feel like an elevated version of yourself.
I'm going to help you achieve that!
I'm Anabelle LaGuardia, a native New Yorker
and professional wedding makeup artist here
in NYC, and I'm here to help you navigate
tough decisions on all the options you have
when it comes to your wedding makeup.
With 22 years experience helping brides like you feel beautiful and elegant, I
hope you find my guide on how to look and feel like an elevated version of
yourself on your wedding day helpful. I'm here to help!

Sincerely, Anabelle LaGuardia
NYC Makeup Artist
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SKIN PREP

The #1 Key To Long Wearing Makeup

SKIN CARE
Your makeup will only look as good
as your skin does. Prepping the
skin properly before every makeup
application is hands down the
most essential first step to
achieving optimal results. Skin
prep ensures your makeup won't
look caked on, will photograph well
and last throughout your reception.

HYDRATION
When your skin is properly
hydrated, fresh, glowing and
smooth, your makeup will apply
like silk. You will have that
ethereal glow you have always
envisioned for your wedding day.

GLOWING SKIN
A qualified professional makeup
artist knows how to prep each
person sitting in their chair based
on their individual skin needs. It is
not enough to throw on some
moisturizer or a makeup primer
alone for optimal results.
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"PINSPIRATION"
PINTEREST and REALITY
Pinterest is a perfectly great resource when you search for pins that match
your coloring. If you are a brunette with olive skin and green eyes, search
accordingly. Remember that images are heavily edited and filtered. No one
looks that flawless, nor do any of us have pore-less skin. If you don't wear
much makeup, your wedding day is when you ideally should be wearing at
minimum 30% more than what you're used to. That doesn't mean that you
should look or feel unlike yourself. The goal of an exceptionally skilled makeup
artist is to collaborate with you to look like an elevated version of yourself. The
golden rule of thumb with wedding makeup is to apply enough makeup to
translate in your photos yet look naturally flawless in person.

AIRBRUSHING
If you haven't thought about airbrush foundation,
this is always a great option for weddings as it
looks and feels like skin when applied properly.
Airbrushing is also extremely long-lasting which is
key as the day is long and weather elements can
impact your makeup. The key to wearing makeup
for your wedding day is to have enough on but
not too much that you see all the makeup texture
in photos and person.

YOUR VENUE
Where your getting married, the time of day and lighting in your venue/ceremony location
play an important role in how much makeup is needed.. A trained wedding makeup
professional will know the appropriate finish and balance that works best for your skin to
show up in photography while still looking natural in person.
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Choosing
Foundation
COLOR MATCHING
When choosing a foundation shade you always want to be sure your face matches
the rest of your body. Due to sun exposure over the years, many women tend to be a
tad darker on their body. When this is the case, match your foundation to your body
to blend seamlessly to your face and neck. If you generally have an even skin tone all
over, then you want to test foundation shades on your jaw line. You will know you have
an exact match when it blends seamlessly with your natural skin tone.

COVERAGE
The job of a professional makeup artist is to have a wide array of skin tone colors and
textures in their professional makeup kit to accommodate everyone from the fairest to
the deepest skin tone. An experienced artist will not only ensure you're wearing the
right shade but also the correct texture and durability you need for your skin type on
your wedding day.

SETTING POWDERS
How you set a foundation with setting powder is also important. Makeup artists will
opt for a translucent finishing powder with minimal texture to set your makeup and
keep it in place. In a nutshell, the color of your skin is so important, especially when
wearing white. Everything has to be perfect.
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lighting
GETTING READY IN
THE BEST LIGHT
When it comes to applying makeup, you
want to get ready in light that is as close to
white as possible. White light helps you see
the true color of the makeup your using.
When you get ready in white light, your
makeup will look good in all light.
Serious professional makeup artists will
come with professional portable lighting,
that' s made for specifically applying
makeup. I always carry a portable makeup
light as I never know what lighting will be
like in private homes, hotels and venues. I
don' t risk my work being compromised.
Applying makeup in the wrong light can
affect how your makeup reads on camera,
especially when you find yourself going in
and out of different lighting at your venue.
When exploring wedding makeup artists, be
sure to ask what their setup entails and how
they come prepared with lighting. Proper
lighting is a key element to makeup..
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The Blushing Bride

We all love a good bronzer to give us that subtle
sun kissed glow, but bronzer should never
replace blush. Blush adds a necessary
dimension and ethereal lit from within
youthfulness to your complexion, especially
when wearing a white dress.
Blush should never look blotchy, heavy or like it is
sitting on top of the skin. I am a big fan of
layering textures of cream and powder formulas
in pops of rose, corals and warm tones.
The key is to have a soft diffused application
that looks like you were born with great flush.
Too bland of blush or the wrong color blush can
leave your face looking muddy and dirty. So
choosing blush is a critical part for looking great
for photos and not looking washed out.
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Eyeliner & Lashes

Eyeliner and false lashes are essential
elements of a classic bridal makeup.
Black and dark brown eyeliners are staples
in my makeup kit for a classic and timeless
eye.
False lashes are essential for brides to give
them a natural pop. I mostly opt for
individuals as they are comfortable for
brides to wear. I love the customization they
allow me to tailor to each of my brides eye
shape.
Strip lashes are a great option for when my
bride wants a bold eye with a full lash.
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Pout Worhy Lips
Whether you love pops of color, nudes, or
a clear balm, you must wear a bit of color
on your wedding day to avoid looking
washed out and to show up in photos.
Choose a lip color that enhances your
skin tone and makes your teeth look
brighter. Some brides opt for a soft tone
for their ceremony and switch to a pop of
color or bolder lip for the reception.
The goal to pout worthy lips is choosing a
formula that looks hydrated and real.
Long wear lipsticks are great but some
can look dry after a few hours.
Exfoliate your lips with a warm wash cloth.
Apply Vaseline or Aquaphor to your lips
AM and PM to keep your lips hydrated.
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In Summary
As a professional wedding makeup artist of 22
years, I know that how you look and feel on
your wedding day is one of the most important
elements you will remember. My craft is a
philosophy of naturally modern yet timeless
makeup perfectly capturing the unique
essence of my brides.
Schedule a complimentary "Perfect Fit" Call.

Looking to learn more about my makeup
services for your wedding day?

Let's Chat!
Schedule a free call here.
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